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Abstract
Nonlinear behavior of resistive wall modes (RWMs) has been studied in a cylindrical plasma with a

poloidat rotation. Linear growth rates of RWM can be reduced by the rotation. It depends on the resistive
wall position. When it is very close to the plasma column (r*la = 1.2), nonlinear saturated state does nor
depend on the magnitude of poloidal rotation, since the poloidal rotation slows down due to the magnetic
Reynolds stress. When r*la = 1.27, nonlinear saturation with a small amplitude level becomes possible
for a large poloidal rotation case.
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1. Introduction
Stability of magnetically confined plasmas is

crucial for obtaining improved confinement. When a

perfect conducting wall is located close to the plasma

column, dangerous ideal kink modes can be stabilized.
However, when the wall has a finite conductivity,
resistive wall modes (RWMs) become unstable, even if
the wall is close to the plasma column. The RWM
grows slowly with a growth time of the order of the wall
resistive decay time ?w. For a stationary tokamak with a

large bootstrap current, it is important to stabilize
RWMs. Theoretical studies show that plasma rotation
has stabilizing effects on linear RWM [-3]. In DIII-D
tokamak, high beta plasmas with fiq > BSo'ull are

obtained for rnuch longer times than c. when the
toroidal rotation is sufficiently fast [4]. Here, p1.1 is a

normalized beta with respect to Troyon limit and ft\o*ull
is the By limit predicted under the assumption without a

wall.
When the plasma rotation decreases below a critical

level, the high beta plasma phase of discharge ends due
to the RWM. In order to understand these experiments,

nonlinear analyses of RWMs including the plasma

rotation are essential.

In Sec. 2, the reduced MHD equations and the
numerical model for studying nonlinear RWMs are

described. In Sec. 3. results of nonlinear calculations of
unstable RWMs are shown. Finally, a summary is given
in Sec. 4.

2. Modeling of RWMs
The reduced MHD equations for low beta

cylindrical plasmas are used [5,6]. These equations are
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in a dimensionless form, where V/ is the poloidal mag-

netic flux and { is the stream function. Here, r, 0 and (
are radial, poloidal and toroidal coordinate, respectively.

In eq. (l), resistivity 4 is normalized to ltoa2ltno, where

r,no = N-ynp/Bs. The length of cylindrical plasma is 2rR,

the plasma minor radius is a, the mass density is p, and

the longitudinal magnetic field is Bo. In eq. (2), viscosity

is denoted by v. The source term,S. is chosen as vY21U*

* S- = 0, where U"q is a vorticity at an equilibrium
state. It is noted that a poloidal rotation is introduced

through U equation. In these equations, time is normal-

ized to 21,0, length to a, Vtto Bp', Qto Bp2ltw and Uto
Bdtnp.

Resistivity is introduced in the vacuum region to
use the pseudo-vacuum model [7,8]. Time evolution of
resistivity is followed here. The equation for resistivity
is assumed as

d4 _dQ ldrt ldQdn -,

i = ;; aA - ;?ioe; + Kttv in + K rv iq + Q' (s)

where the parallel diffusion coefficient of resistivity r11

is normalized to R2lnhp and the perpendicular one Kr to

a2lT6r.For numerical calculations Krr = I and Kr = 10-5

are assumed. The source term Q is chosen as qV]4* +

O = 0, where 4* is a resistivity at an equilibrium state.

It is possible to include a poloidal rotation in eqs. (l),
(2) and (5) with 0(ar) since oe= 4Nar.

The pseudo-vacuum region is surrounded by the

resistive wall with a finite thickness. In the resistive
wall, the velocity is zero and the resistivity is
independent of time. However, the poloidal flux may

change in this region. It is also assumed that the outside

of resistive wall is covered by a perfect conductor at r =
2 for simplicity. That is, the main plasma is located in
the region r < l, the pseudo-vacuum in the region I < r
< r*, and the resistive wall in the region r* I 7 I ),
where r, is the boundary between the pseudo-vacuum

and the resistive wall.
The current profile at an equilibrium state is chosen

as

J.(r) = {.I"q(O) -/.q(1)}{ | - f5lz+ "I*(1) (6)

for 0 < r < 1, and "/"q(r) =,f"q(l) <,I*(0) for | < r < 2.

The resistivity profile is assumed to be proportional 1/

./*(r) for r < r*. 4(0) and the resistivity in the pseudo-

vacuum region 4" are set to be 4(O) = lO-5 and 4, =
l0-3, respectively. Resistivity ofthe resistive wall 4* is
assumed to be 4w = l0r. The profiles of q, J*and 4"n

are shown in Fig. I, where q is a safety factor. In Fig. 1,

4u = 1.85 and r* = 1.2 are assumed, where q" is safety

factor at the plasma surface. The rational surface of 4 =
2 is located at r = l.M in the pseudo-vacuum region.

Equations (1)-(5) are solved numerically. In our

numerical code, the radial derivates is replaced with a

difference approximation. The poloidal angle 0 and the

toroidal angle ( are Fourier-expanded. We also assume

single helicity for calculating the (m,n) = (2,1) mode

destabilized at tlrLe q = 2 surface, where m (n) is a

poloidal (toroidal) mode number. The time advancement

is made with a predictor-corrector method. A typical

radial mesh number is 400 and 10 harmonics of the

(2,1) mode are solved in nonlinear calculations.

3. Numerical Results
In this section, nonlinear RWMs are studied for the

4-profile shown in Fig. 1. When a perfect conducting

wall is located at r 3 1.27 instead of a resistive wall, the

ideal kink mode can be stabilized perfectly. When a

00.5 11.52

Fig. 1 Profiles of safety factor g, current J* and resistiv-
ity 4- in equilibrium.
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Flg. 2 Dependence of linear groMh rate of RWM on the
plasma rotation rate, The positions of resistive
wall are 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.27 and 1.3 from top to
bottom.
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resistive wall is assumed, RWMs become always
unstable. However, RWM can be stabilized by a rigid
poloidal rotati()n. Linear growth rates f are plotted as a

function of poloidal rotation frequency @"s='ue lr in
Fig. 2, where oe is a poloidal plasma velocity. When

QQ) = Qs* is assumed, a rigid poloidal rotation is
obtained. Here ft is adjusted according to a value of al*.
For r* = 1.3, the mode cannot be stabilized perfectly by
the poloidal rotation, because the ideal kink mode with
(m,n) - (2,1) becomes unstable.

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of magnetic
energy of (m,n'l = (2,1) mode for r, = |.2. For ar* > I .2
x l0-2 the nonlinear growth rate is enhanced when the

magnetic fluctuation exceeds a critical level, and the
saturated amplitude becomes comparable to that in the

case of 0"q = 0.
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Fig. 3 Time evolution of magnetic energy of (m,n) =
(2,1) mode for r* = 1.2 for various poloidal rota-
tion frequencies.
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By taking the average of eq. (2) over 0 and ( the
time evolution of average poloidal velocity <?.16 > is
described by

d(r,) r )---- =- =r=rrhl_il"\dt r'dr \ ' "l

+!!tG E.\-rd1o Q)
'rrdr' \","0/-' d, ,

h* b.
where </> = Jr" Jr- fed€l4t and &0 is (m,n) = (0,0)

component of perturbed vorticity. Figure 4 shows each

terms in eq. (7) at r = 6000 for ar"o = 1.3 x l0-2. The
right hand side of eq. (7) give a damping force in the vi-
cinity of the rational surface (see Fig. 4(a)) due to the
magnetic Reynolds stress (see Fig. a(c)). The electro-
static Reynolds stress (see Fig. 4(b)) has a tendency to
generate the poloidal flow. However its contribution is
weak. Also the viscosity affects to generate the poloidal
flow near the rational surface (see Fig. 4(d)). Figure 5
shows the time evolution of the profile of poloidal rota-
tion velocity. The slowdown of poloidal rotation can be

clearly seen as shown in Fig. 5. As the minimum of
poloidal rotation velocity decreases to almost zero. Then

the stabilizing effect of the poloidal rotation becomes

weak. This leads to the enhanced gowth rate before the

saturation. It is noted that the RWM is linearly stabilized
for o.4n ) 1.4 x 10-2 as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 6 shows time evolution of magnetic energy

of (m,n) = (2,1) mode for rn = 1.2'l .In this case, the
stabilizing effect of the plasma rotation remains in the

nonlinear phase for a large poloidal rotation. With the

increase of al"q, the saturation level decreases
significantly and the poloidal rotation survives after the

nonlinear saturation.
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Fig.4 Radial profiles of each term in Eq. (7) at t= 6000
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Fig. 5 Time evolution of profile of poloidal velocity
rn= 1.2, a)"o = 1.3 x 10-2.
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The maximum magnetic energy of (m,n) = (2,1)

mode are plotted as a function of linear growth rate in
Fig. 7. For r* = 1.15 and rw - 1.2, saturation levels are

not too small, although linear growth rates are

sufficiently small. For r* = 1.2'7, there is a large

reduction of the saturation level for y< 0.004. For r, =
1.27 , the dependence of the saturation level on 7
changes at ?z= 0.003. The region with 7< 0.003 for r. =
1.27 corresponds to the case with no large slowdown of
the poloidal rotation at the rational surface in nonlinear

phase. For r* = 1.3, no large reduction of poloidal

rotation in the nonlinear phase is seen for 7< 0.006.

However, the saturation level in this region is higher

than that for y< 0.003 and r* - 1.27. This is because the

ideal kink mode of (m,n) - (2,1) becomes unstable for
r. >1.27. By comparingFig. 7 with Fig. 2, a"o> 0.O4

seems necessary to suppress saturation levels for r* =
1.27 or 1.3.

4. Summary
When a resistive wall is placed very close to

plasma surface such as r* S 1.2, the reduction of
poloidal rotation is significant and the RWM grows to

the saturation level in the case of us - 0. When the

distance between the plasma column and resistive wall

becomes wider, the poloidal rotation velocity required to

stabilize the RWM increases. However, if the poloidal

rotation frequency is large, the poloidal rotation survives

in the nonlinear phase. In this case, the stabilization
effect of plasma rotation on the nonlinear RWM may be

expected. It is remarked that the reduction of poloidal

rotation comes from the magnetic Reynolds sffess. Also

the required poloidal velocity to affect the RWM
significantly is u6/@lr,no) - 0.01, which is nearly equal to

Mach number measured with ion sound velocity for oou

(= altw) - C. or Bo - l, where Bo is a poloidal beta.
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Fig. 6 Time evolution of magnetic energy ol (m,nl =
(2,1) mode for r* = 1.27 for various poloidal rota-
tion frequencies.
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Fig. 7 Dependence of maximum magnetic energy
lm,nl - (2,1) mode on the linear growth rate.
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